Customer Case Study – Ecommerce

Made-in-China.com
supports ecommerce
on a massive scale

This global B2B supplier has the infrastructure required
to maintain uptime, meet customer demands and support
multiple cloud platforms in the future.
Our customer

The obstacles they faced

Made-in-China.com is a leading B2B
ecommerce platform that connects buyers to
high-quality Chinese products and suppliers
to create a seamless global supply chain.

Tremendous business growth, coupled
with the ever-increasing expectations of
exceptional customer experience, required
more flexible and scalable IT infrastructure.

How we helped

What we achieved together

Business/IT Transformation; Infrastructure;
Scaling; Managed Cloud; Dedicated Hosting

By modernizing its IT infrastructure, Madein-China.com is able to scale and efficiently
address a tremendous growth in traffic and
manage increasing customer demand — both
locally and globally.

Growth enabled by
customer experience
Established in 1998, Made-in-China.com, a
leading B2B ecommerce platform supports a
seamless global supply chain that connects
buyers with high-quality Chinese products
and suppliers. A pioneer in the market, it was
the first platform in China to allow buyers to
submit full reviews of suppliers.
The business strives to ensure its continued
growth by constantly focusing on delivering
delightful customer experiences online.
And to do that requires ensuring that their
network is capable of managing traffic
spikes during seasonal and promotional
events. To maintain its market leadership
and improve customer experience, Madein-China.com had to develop additional
features and functionalities on its platform.
The organization also looked to expand
its existing storage, branding services and
verification services for Chinese suppliers.

“When we chose Rackspace
over 10 years ago, we were
impressed by the company’s
professional services, expertise
and real-time support. The
willingness of the Rackspace
team to deeply investigate and
understand a client’s needs
through close communications
year-round was also
attractive to us.”
Tao Yan
IT Manager, Made-in-China.com

A trusted platform for
quality goods
Because of the rapid digitalization of
China’s economy and society in the past
few years, customers and suppliers alike
are increasingly interconnected. Digital
platforms are now a primary, rather than
supplementary, way of doing business — for
buyers and suppliers.
As digital platforms become the norm,
customers no longer have the patience for
outdated functionality or poor customer
experiences. When buyers and suppliers visit
Made-in-China.com, they expect top-notch
customer experiences every time.
While these factors place significant
pressures on Made-in-China’s platform,
they also present tremendous opportunities
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for growth. However, capitalizing on these
opportunities required Made-in-China.com
to turn to a trusted partner to help make the
necessary IT infrastructure enhancements.

Entrusting IT management
to a safe pair of hands
Made-in-China’s annual revenue grew
from 50 million RMB to approximately 880
million RMB from 2000 to 2018. After its
parent company, Focus Technology Co.,
Ltd., was listed on the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange in 2009, it was under even more
pressure to ensure the performance of its
ecommerce platform.
Made-in-China.com previously relied on a
different hosting service provider to host
their U.S. servers. Although the arrangement
worked initially, the provider struggled to
keep up as the business grew.
Made-in-China.com faced issues such as high
latency and sluggish support responses. They
even endured an outage due to a fault in the
service provider’s internal network.
It was in this context that Made-in-China.
com began its relationship with Rackspace
more than 10 years ago. The B2B ecommerce
platform turned to a Rackspace fully
managed dedicated server hosting solution
to meet uptime and service support
expectations.
“We chose Rackspace for a variety of reasons,
such as its dedicated server hosting services,
its 24x7 support and an experienced and
passionate team capable of managing our
IT smoothly and efficiently,” said Tao Yan, IT
Manager at Made-in-China.com.
“Because of Rackspace’s dedicated support,
we’ve been able to focus on growing our
business year-on-year, as opposed to
investing our time handling IT issues, as we
did with our previous provider,” he added.

The partnership instantly made an impact
with a more responsive and agile platform,
its website traffic seamlessly grew by
over 2,000%.
The growth of any company, particularly a
digitally-focused one like Made-in-China.
com, inevitably stresses its IT systems
and potentially threatens the stability and
functionality of the platform. With the
average number of daily visitors to the
website reaching 2.6 million in 2019, any
system downtime would impact website
performance and affect a significant
number of customers.
Rackspace helped mitigate these potential
issues through careful planning and real-time
problem solving. By doing so, the Made-inChina platform can now deliver excellent
customer experiences at any time and
support continued business growth.

“We chose Rackspace for
a variety of reasons, such
as its dedicated server
hosting services, its 24x7x365
support and an experienced
and passionate team
capable of managing our IT
smoothly and efficiently.”
Tao Yan
IT Manager, Made-in-China.com

“I recall a time when our servers went down
at around midnight,” said Tao Yan. “We were
content to find an engineer replying via the
customer portal shortly after we raised the
ticket. He was able to quickly identify what
went wrong and kept us updated regularly,
explaining the solution he deployed and
the time it would take to draw the issue
to a positive conclusion. We appreciated
his thoughtfulness, the quick turnaround
and the demonstration of exceptional
services and support.”

From a service provider to
a trusted strategic partner
“During the past few years, we have faced a
number of challenges,” Tao Yan said. “One
of them is to keep our IT system updated, in
pace with the development of the business.
This has required a series of updates to
our servers, networks, security and in
other areas. Rackspace has been a trusted
partner throughout the whole journey. As
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a team, we collaborated and conducted
strategic planning, while they shared
practical and forward-looking suggestions
with us. This prevented us from making
excessive and unnecessary changes to our IT
infrastructure.”
These changes accentuated and helped
future-proof Made-in-China.com’s strategic
focus on its customer experience to drive
business growth. In August 2018, Made-inChina.com carried out a comprehensive IT
system upgrade during its Rackspace data
center migration. This involved detailed
planning of over 10 months with Rackspace.

“Because of Rackspace’s
dedicated support, we’ve
been able to focus on
growing our business yearover-year, as opposed to
investing our time handling
IT issues, as we did with our
previous provider.”
Tao Yan — IT Manager, Made-in-China.com

“The migration and upgrading of our IT
systems was a complicated project which
involved all of our core businesses,” Tao Yan
said. “Minimizing downtime is necessary
for us. Rackspace participated in the whole
process and gave useful suggestions as to
how to improve our IT systems in areas such
as networking, application optimization
and data center virtualization. We found
the expertise provided by Rackspace to be
highly valuable.”
For instance, the previous IT architecture
Made-in-China.com relied on had no
demarcation, meaning that various
applications were randomly placed in

physical servers. When an error occurred,
the IT staff had to identify and separate
individual applications before they could
troubleshoot the problem. Rackspace and
Made-in-China.com’s IT personnel recognized
this challenge and worked closely together
to design a new IT infrastructure. In 2018,
Rackspace conducted an architecture review
and overhaul. The end result was increased
performance and adherence to the most
current security standards on the market. The
new architecture helps to mitigate potential
impacts and risks to the business.

Minimizing downtime
One example of the crucial role that
Rackspace played is when Made-in-China.com
needed to upgrade its firewall with minimal
downtime. With a daily revenue of about
2 million RMB, a lengthy downtime would
impact the business significantly, with longterm repercussions in customer satisfaction
and the reputation of InQbrands Inc.
“We understand that upgrading our firewalls
will inevitably cause customers to experience
some downtime” Tao Yan said. “However,
given our focus on customer experience, we
strongly emphasized the need for minimal
downtime to Rackspace. Since the process
normally takes about 10 minutes, we were
thrilled to find out that the solutions
deployed by Rackspace will only require
one second of downtime. The outcome was
unbelievable!”

operations and I believe our relationship with
them will continue for the foreseeable future.
To us, Rackspace has evolved from a service
provider to a strategic partner,” he added.

Writing the future together
Made-in-China.com now has three core
systems to accommodate the continuouslychanging and modular needs of the business.
While its legacy IT systems were focused
on handling small-scale external trades,
its current, modern systems are now
significantly more flexible and capable of
enhancing the user experience.
The new infrastructure also puts Madein-China.com in a better position to adopt
multiple clouds in the future. This, in turn,
will allow the company to integrate overseas
payment solutions into its platform and
expand its cross-border transaction services.
Although those services will be new business
areas with unique challenges, Made-in-China.
com is confident in their ability to proceed
with help from Rackspace.

About Rackspace
Rackspace is modernizing IT in today’s multicloud world. By delivering IT-as-a-service,
we help customers of all industries, sizes
and locations realize the power of digital
transformation without the complexity and
expense of managing it on their own. Our
comprehensive portfolio of managed services
across applications, data, security and
infrastructure on the world’s leading public
and private cloud platforms enables us to
provide unbiased expertise. Rackspace has
been honored by Fortune, Forbes, Glassdoor
and others as one of the best places to work.
Learn more at www.rackspace.com
or call Hong Kong +852 3752 6488,
Singapore +65 6428 6102.
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“We hope that Rackspace will again be able
to provide professional recommendations
on how to architect our IT systems for
future challenges,” Tao Yan concluded.
“Being a listed company, we are continually
raising our standards by delivering better
customer experiences and improving
our IT infrastructure with the expertise
of Rackspace.”

“When we chose Rackspace over 10 years
ago, we were impressed by the company’s
professional services, expertise and real-time
support,” Tao Yan said. “The willingness of
the Rackspace team to deeply understand a
client’s needs through close communications
year-round was also attractive to us.
The current relationship between both
parties is much closer now. They provide
strategic consultancy on every aspect of our
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